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your nac is a

‘mac in a sack’

!

Reality has a nasty habit; if we ignore it, chances are that to get our
attention it will at some point make its presence known loud and clear.

It is an undisputable fact that if we view reality as we wish it to be, rather
than the way it really is we expose ourselves to an unavoidable harm.
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your nac is a ‘mac in a sack’

the problem
From niche vendors to networking giants, nac solutions are
in some way based on a MAC authentication layer. Each nac
solution released will eventually push you back into MAC
address management which has proven to be unmanageable
and insecure at worst.
Consequently, when you purchase an ordinary nac solution,
you might in reality be buying nothing but a MAC IN A SACK
(MAC address management).

The fact that one chooses to ignore or, is unaware of the real
problem with the conventional nac products, does not mean
the problem doesn’t exist as a clear and present danger to ones
network security. In addition to being obviously problematic by
exposing your network to intruders and predators, the MAC IN
A SACK address management, isn’t something a human being
can tackle and resolve. A list of MAC addresses is similar to the
list of barcodes as show below:

You know that in your organizational reality, in this reality
neither MAC address management nor its security perils are
the kind of issues you want or need to deal with.

managing the ordinary nac
Many if not all nac (network access control) vendors out there
claim to provide you 100% network coverage. Obviously you
need to control and authenticate each IP device on the network
in order to conclude 100% access control.
Controlling network access by MAC addresses lists is an easy
workaround to the network access problem – but as such it
is extremely problematic. Moreover, practically and from the
security perspective, it does not add anything of substance to
network security yet, it adds a huge administrative overhead to
the local IT staff.
So, for any ordinary and available nac product you must
consider the following:
Each Win32 computer device on the network will consist
of a software agent (including 802.1x certificate), for the
rest – that’s right: you have to manage MAC addresses –
that includes: printers, unix/linux servers, time attendance
devices, coffee machine, air condition controllers to name a
few or, simply put – any device which isn’t Microsoft Windows
workstation. And that makes for one big list of MAC addresses
to manage.
This is but a part of the bigger and growing problem.
Remember that whenever a new device is joining the network,
IT personal should configure that device (MAC) address as a
legitimate / valid one. Reality proves that the process of adding
a device is a one way process; since no one will ever bother
to remove it. Thus, within a month or so any list of seemingly
easy to manage MAC addresses, will become a ‘numerical
monstrosity’ of MAC addresses that are no longer valid (...some
devices are down, some are replaced, others just expired),
yet have joined the already huge and ever increasing
non win32 devices.

Can you tell which barcode should be removed?
Which one was added? When? Why?
Which one is no longer valid?
Or, and that might be the worst problem of all:
Which one barcode is or, will be used for an un
authorized access!
According to analysts you’ll have to manage MAC
addresses for any device which isn’t a Win32 (e.g. Microsoft
Windows). According to these analysts, it is up to 40%
elements of your network including but not limited to:
printers, linux unix servers, time attendance devices, coffee
machine, air -condition controllers, etc and that’s one big
list of MAC addresses to manage. Add to that all the IP
telephony which will easily turn the 40% into about 80% of
your network elements!
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the network security and the
ordinary nac
Beyond being an authentication solution which is a formidable
financial and staffing burden on your organization, as your
new nac becomes the MAC IN A SACK, it may prove to be a
clear and present danger and a real security problem for your
organizational network.
That’s because the MAC address authentication is nothing
short of a ‘generic-key’ to access a network; a key which is
produced and distributed by a device manufacturer to all its
customers. The MAC address authentication compromises
your network security by making any if not all of your
devices’ MAC addresses available to everybody out there.
Anyone can ...“just pick a password and connect!”
The MAC address authentication is an unmanageable and free
for all generic key(s) to access your network! Actually it is as
smart as parking your car running with the key in the ignition.
As anyone can now get into your car and drive away, anyone
with your MAC address can just connect to your network. Your
device MAC address can be easily found even in your trash or
on imprinted on the back of the device.
Remember, if in spite of these alarming facts you still decide to
control access to the network based on MAC address be aware
that the MAC address is also PRINTED on any new device you
purchase, as it is on the BOX. Remember that one needs not
to even bother stepping in and turn back a printer or a coffee
maker to see its MAC but, just go through your garbage looking
through the empty boxes. (Here’s a sample of MAC addresses
taken from boxes trashed at a company near us).

The large and ever changing numbers of devices coming
into and leaving your organization turn the MAC address
management into a logistical and security nightmare and an
extremely costly task to humanly control or, even financially and
organizationally attempt to manage.

the extraordinary nac
solution – portnox™
Unlike the ordinary and conventional nac solutions, portnox
eliminates the MAC address authentication problem because
the verification and authentication schemes of access to your
network (the key) is designed by you to suit only your specific
protocol needs.
Unlike the ordinary and conventional nac solutions, portnox
does not use the generic MAC addressed as the key to your
network, rather it is a customized ‘key’ verification for your
access control.
Unlike the ordinary and conventional nac solutions, portnox
is the only nac product that provides you with more than 15
different authentication schemes (excluding of course MAC
address management) and as such it eliminates the need to
even tell one MAC address from another.
Unlike the ordinary and conventional nac solutions, portnox
allows you to profile and verify any type of device access and
authenticate it according to your own specific protocol.
portnox allows you to design the lock as well as the key to be
specific to your network access and no one else.
The extraordinary portnox is the real nac and the only nac
product solution which will not eventually become a MAC IN A SACK. portnox is designed to secure your network
like no other ordinary nac product can. Period!
The consultation on how to have your nac solution truly secure,
easily and efficiently manageable and totally MAC free - is FREE.
For more information contact one of our partners.

taking nac from theory to practice.
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